
From: Michael <michael@theyfly.com>
Date: February 4, 2005 8:47:47 AM PST
To: SKEPTICMAG@aol.com, Kramer <kramer@randi.org>,
Plejarens_are_real_2005@yahoogroups.com, JREF <challenge@randi.org>,
derek@iigwest.com, Vaughn Rees <Vaughn@cfiwest.org>, James Underdown
<jim@cfiwest.org>
Subject: Re: [Plejarens_are_real_2005] Michael Horn and List

Jose,

Yes, not only did I see and read it but it actually proves Billy was
truthful. The key fact is that it wasn't until March 12, 1979 that it
was confirmed that Io was the most volcanically active body in
the solar system. Not only did Billy first publish his information
on October 18, 1978 but Wendelle Stevens had it all in his hands
no later than March 9, 1979.

Even if one could credit Billy with all sorts of abilities to create an
elaborate hoax, providing that information to Wendelle three days
before it was officially announced is a pretty good trick.

More importantly, the author assumes all sorts of things not in
evidence, such as Billy's access to, and understanding of, the
scientific information re the Jupiter discoveries, and/or his access
to a translator (who would have come forward at some point), his
reason for publishing scientific information sure to attract criticism
if it was wrong, which it wasn't, etc.

We have to remember that this was back in the 1970s, no proof that
Billy had a subscription to any scientific magazines (which wouldn't
have been published and reached him in time, let alone that he was
following the story in the newspapers if such details were being
published at that time in whatever papers Billy read, if any.

But additionally compelling, even if Billy could have somehow
inexplicably "hoaxed" the information, why would he bother when the
SAME contact has ten predictions that all came later true, the death of
Indira Ghandi in 1984 being the last one years later? Remember that
Stevens found out that he had accidentally been given the predictions
from the same contact as the Jupiter information.

I think we might owe Ike a debt of gratitude for showing how actually
unlikely, even impossible, it would have been for Billy to accomplish
all that. In their efforts to prove Billy wrong the skeptics really just show how
far beyond them Billy is, and with only one arm! Of course, if Billy didn't



have any arms they'd accuse him of faking everything with his teeth.

And, when you look at this story about news from last week, you have to
wonder if the poor skeptics, who always want "more proof", aren't getting
ready to go back to doing card tricks at children's birthday parties and
leave the serious business to more qualified people.

http://www.prweb.com/releases/2005/2/prweb205605.php

Best,

MH

Dear Michael Horn and List,

 Have you seen this already? Anyway...( text from professional
bozos)

 Research Into Billy Meier's Predictions: An Informal Report 
 by ike42 ikefortytwo@yahoo.com 21 April 2004

http://www.iigwest.com/ike42report.htm

 JB

 [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_______________________________________________________________
__________________
 For more detailed Information on Billy Meier Case please visit
Official FIGU Website: http://www.figu.org (Switzerland)

 ******
 Figu Study Group Website in U.S.A http://www.billymeier.com

 ******
 Hans Georg Lanzendorfer's website in German Language: Billy



Meier - neither a Guru nor a Great Master: Billy Meier - weder
Guru noch grosser Meister: http://www.lanzendorfer.ch/

 ******
 For official and well detailed documentation of technical and
true scientific analyses of real metallic samples and sounds
visit Michael Horn's Website "And Still They Fly" 
http://www.theyfly.com/

 ******
 "Talmud of Jmmanuel"
 How this document, discovered in Jerusalem  in 1963 ushers in
the New Age while exposing the New Testament gospels as being
more
 corrupt than even the Jesus Seminar suspects. The most
complete and detailed study on Talmud of Jmmanuel: Dr. Jim
Deardorff's TJ website: http://www.tjresearch.info/

 Learn more about CREATIONAL LAWS Laws here on this Webpage:
http://www.avilabooks.com/Jmmanuel1.htm

 THE KEY SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS OF JMMANUEL
 By Dr. Dietmar Rothe, Ph.D.
 a transcript of a presentation Dr. Rothe gave at the
International UFO Congress Summer Seminars on 17th of September
2001 at Laughlin, NV.
 The material is copyrighted. © All rights reserved by the
author. Dr. Dr. Dietmar Rothe. The web page is intended for
your personal education and enjoyment only.  Copying and
distributing any part of that material requires written
permission from the author.

 Billy Meier: An English-Language Bibliography
http://www25.brinkster.com/chancede/Meier.html
 by David E. Chance: chancede@slu.edu

 *****
 Another Figu Friends JPLagasse and J. TruthSeeker:
http://www.eduardmeier.org

 Links edited by J. Barreto & Jay Olivieri on September,10,
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 Thank you for your membership and enjoy your stay.
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